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１．The Brand Story of “ Nano Kyon Chamois “    ~   Special powerful GIFT for the premium gentlemen and ladies

“ KYON “ is the one of the smallest deer species, and its skin has been notable as the most luxurious at all. 

In the ancient China during BC 1000, Kyon’s skin has been appreciated by imperial family, aristocracy,
and monks out of the belief that Kyon’s skin has a great power to make them successful and rich forever.
There is also the historical fact that HIMIKO, the most famous queen in Japan also received Kyon’s skin from
Chinese emperor. KASUGA shrine worship the deer as a god messenger, and it is said that its origin comes from Kyon.

Here is a special gift for you – Deer skin towel with the certificated quality proved by Japanese craftsmanship.

■ “ Nano Kyon Chamois “ is made by Japanese Traditional Art & Craft Technology of NARA.
- NARA is the one of Local Branded Area in Japan where the tale of the sacred deer sent by God has pass down

from generation to generation. Japanese first emperor is described in Japanese old myth, and it is said that
he started his dynasty in NARA.      

“ Nano Kyon Chamois “ is Natural Fiber Cleansing Towel  for washing which is made by deer skin. 

■ “ Nano Kyon Chamois “ has its traditional custom used by GEISHA girls as a cleansing towel.

● You may surprised at its advanced detergency
As a professional, GEISHA pursue their performance skill and their beauty for ever and a day.
Super fine soap bubbles （size: 0.0000015mm） made by collagen-contained-fibra of “ Nano Kyon Chamois” 
wrap up your skin, and clean up your waste material which has been accumulated for a long time.
You may feel so refreshed after washing by this deer skin towel.

● Your days may turn into delight with its whitening power and pH controlling power
So white skin filled with moisture-well-controlled.
“ Nano Kyon Chamois” shed away the cause of flecks and blackheads. It is also verified that it leads pH to 6 
which is preferable for our skin condition. 



2．Power of “ Nano Kyon Chamois ”
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Fiber fineness of 
“ Nano Kyon Chamois”

Reference

Enjoy your skin condition changes. 
– More bright, more  smooth.

Shed your chlorine away, and control your skin pH condition at best.
- Chlorine cause flecks an blackheads, and say bye-bye to it.

more less than 1/100 
of the fineness 

Compared with artificial towel.

Please note:
“ Nano Kyon Chamois ” is made by
epoch-making Technology of 
NON-Formalin-Treatment for skincare.

Enjoy the soft touch of 
collagen-contained-fibra

It could even protect from influenza virus
(0.05～0.1㎛） or airborne microbe virus
Of coli phage (0.03㎛）which close to the 
most minimum sized one.
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Skin care washing test of “Nano Kyon Chamois” 

For P.Acnes & Atopy 
Skin For Dry & Oily Skin

Moisture

For Freshness

DeodorizationCleanliness

Skin care pH control test of “ Nano Kyon Chamois ”

chloride concentration of 
test liquid (pH)

chloride concentration after 
treatment (pH)

TEST① 0.4ppm (pH9.35) less than 0.02ppm

TEST② 4ppm(pH10.15) less than 0.02ppm

Tested by: KAKEN TEST CENTER General Incorporated Foundation

For our skin, keeping
pH4.5~6 is the best.

Test proved that “Nano
Kyon Chamois” can 
keep pH in optimum
Condition.



Recommendation Letter:
From Professor Noboru Manabe, Emeritus Professor of Tokyo University,
Graduate School ofAgriculutural and Life Sciences /Faculty of Agriculture, The University of Tokyo

When we look into our history in ages, we, human-being has been utilizing so diverse gifts 
from the nature world for a long time.

“Kyon Chamois”, the skin of the one of smallest deer “Kyon” has been utilized for shining up
the beautiful crafts of royalty and the aristocracy.

Nowadays, it is utilized for shining up leading-edge astrometric telescopes which make an 
observation into the deep inside of the Space.

“Kyon Chamois towel” has far more finer and much more complicated fiber than “Artificial fiber
towel”.  

It has been MUST-Beauty ITEM for ladies’ skin care through the ages. 
Its natural standard of excellence also give you a soft touch even you have a skin trouble such
as Acne or Atopy. 

Source:
http://www.zaikei.co.jp/releases/311441/

http://www.zaikei.co.jp/releases/311441/
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